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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED  104-10422-10180
TO: Chief, WB (Attn: Chief, WB/2)
INFO: Chief, SAS
FROM: Chief of Station, The Hague

SUBJECT: OFFICION: Reports Possibly Bearing on Assassination of President Kennedy from Dutch, Free, and Cuban Embassies.

REF: A. HAGU 5063
    B. HAGU 5069

ACTION: FYI

Attached for Headquarters' information are three recent BUSYBODY reports, and one memorandum for the record, the essence of which was cabled to Headquarters in reference A. We are also attaching a list of documents, noted in Hague Station card indices, which make mention of persons by the name of CODY. Due to the age of these documents, none of them are now available at the Station.

Richard R. Consley
Richard R. Consley

Attachments: as stated
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